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  My Notes   Summary

Our Understanding of IoT
• IoT = communication and control via cloud

• Communication = networking your devices to each other and to the cloud

• Control = Soft PLC, condition monitoring and predictive maintenance

Our Services’ Technological Competences

IoT chip (M2M communication)

• Core for connecting to the cloud

• No gateway required

• Easy to plug in

• Implementation of efficient control tasks

• Functionality also available   

 independently of the cloud

PLCmodule C34

• Linux-based edge controller

• Robust industrial housing

• Suitable for installation in the DIN   

 rail mounting and in the control cabinet

• Standard equipment can be directly  

 connected from machinery and plant  

 engineering to C34

• Programming compatible with the IoT chip

• Smart Factory & Cloud

• Embedded Automation

• Energy & Storage

• Human-Machine Interaction

• Application Software Development

• Automated Test Systems

• Functional Safety

Ready for IoT and Industry 4.0
Standard features of  

SYS TEC electronic devices:

• Sending and receiving data 

 via the cloud (via MQTT)

• Direct device connection to the  

 cloud or via gateway 

• Freely programmable

• Flexible data pre-processing

Available programming languages:

• IEC 61161-3

• C#

• Java

• C/C++

New IoT Products
  Your IoT Contact

Klaus Rupprecht
   sales@systec-electronic.com
  +49 3765-38600-0



The consumer market now offers a vast range 

of products related to the Internet of Things, 

with sometimes very futuristic applications 

that have yet to prove their practicability. The 

industrial environment – the Industrial Internet 

of Things (IIoT) – is however showing con-

siderably more restraint. Here machinery and 

plant engineers are often on their own when 

looking for appropriate IoT- or I4.0-compliant 

solutions. Although this industry indeed tends 

to have extensive expertise in the selection 

and use of sensor and actuator components, 

knowledge of common data protocols to en-

sure data integrity and secure transmission 

via the Internet is often not part of the core 

competence. This is where smart IoT devices 

offering a suitable technology stack for exactly 

this sector come in. Appropriate turnkey solu-

tions allow the gap between machine or plant 

and central, Internet-based data analysis to be 

filled in a simple and elegant manner.

Mechanical engineering is a pioneer for  

practical use of cloud-based concepts in the 

industrial environment. Condition monitoring 

ensures machines and plants to be constantly 

monitored here. In the process, a plethora of 

sensors measure a wide variety of physical  

parameters such as temperatures, pressure, 

acceleration or vibration as closely as possible. 

Real-time analysis of this data allows conclu-

sions to be made about the current state of 

the system. This in turn is a prerequisite for  

predictive maintenance. Wear parts are  

replaced  according to actual wear rather than 

according to a rigidly predefined schedule.

This saves money by doing away with un- 

necessary component replacement, while  

preventing expensive breakdowns and down-

time as potentially critical errors are noticed 

early. The following generally applies here:  

the more critical a given component, the more 

important it is to know its true status accurately. 

Another application of cloud-based concepts 

is remote access to mobile logistics systems.  

Sensors on the vehicles provide measurement 

data that is brought together at a central  

location. This data could include the current 

position, the batteries’ state of charge or the 

remaining available transport capacity, for  

  Our Idea of   IoT
 Communication and control

The Internet of Things has become a fixture of daily life in the last few years. More and more 

devices are connected to each other; in addition to PCs and smartphones, even cars, televisions 

and refrigerators can now send and receive data via the Internet. Processes are being increasingly 

digitised in order to access data independent of location and time. Communication and network 

structures make permanently installed cabling unnecessary and instead allow a flexible, configu-

rable exchange of measurement data and control commands between different devices.

example. The merchandise management  

system uses this data to coordinate efficient 

transport of goods and sends appropriate  

orders to the respective vehicles. Vehicles and 

management system exchange data via mobile 

communication networks. Accordingly, only 

the compressed status information obtained in 

this case via local, intelligent pre-processing is 

transmitted in the process rather than the pure 

raw data from the sensors.

We associate two areas with the Internet of 

Things: communication and control. The  

former in terms of connecting the devices with 

each other and the latter in terms of condition 

monitoring and predictive maintenance. 
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  Communication   Control
  IoT chip
  ECUcore-1021
  ECUcore-E660
  ECUcore-iMX35
  PLCcore-F407

  PLCmodule-C34
  HMI
  IEC61131
  CANopen nodes

  CANopen
  PowerLink
  MQTT
  Modbus
  OPC-UA

For all these application areas, SYS TEC electronic’s 

IoT devices constitute a central link between 

automation technology and the IT world. They 

must be capable of sending and receiving  

messages to and from the cloud. The design of 

the devices enables simple and cost-effective 

adaptation to different applications. At the 

hardware level, for example, the type and 

number of interfaces are scalable, while the 

software level supports flexible addition of fur-

ther communication protocols or new services.

Our expertise and products in conjunction with IoT

IoT



Flexible data exchange betweena wide range 

of devices requires standardised, open and 

manufacturer-independent protocols. These 

requirements are met by the “Message 

Queue Telemetry Transport” protocol – or just 

“MQTT” for short – which has firmly estab-

lished itself as one of the standard protocols 

in the IoT sector. Its simple, message-based 

architecture allows ideal mapping of the data 

flow on the Internet of Things. It includes  

sensors that produce the data, and actuators 

that react to the data.They exchange informa-

tion in the form of short message packets.

MQTT is a lean, TCP-based, M2M commu-

nication protocol with minimal overhead. It 

was originally developed by IBM and Arcom 

in a joint project for monitoring oil pipelines. 

The special challenge here was to succeed in 

transmitting data reliably and efficiently even 

over unreliable communication paths such as  

poorly developed mobile networks. This  

requires a decoupling of sender and receiver 

that is as complete as possible.

To do so, MQTT was designed as a publish 

subscriber protocol, where all clients  

communicate exclusively with a common,  

centralised server – also known as a broker. 

Data is exchanged on the basis of what is  

referred to as “topics”. While a connection 

is being established, clients that function as  

actuators and consume data let the broker 

server know to which topics they would like 

to subscribe in order to receive the appropriate 

messages in the future. Other clients that  

produce corresponding data as sensors,  

“publish” it under a certain topic. The task of 

the broker server is to receive the data from 

the sensor clients and distribute it accordingly 

to the actuator clients that had subscribed to 

messages about this topic before. A physical  

  Flexible data exchange between  
 a wide range of devices 
 with MQTT

device can act as a publisher (sensor) and  

subscriber (actuator) at the same time.

The topics are character strings with a  

hierarchical structure, similar to a directory path 

in the file system. The slash is used here too 

as a separator between the levels, as shown in 

the following examples:

/Machine01/Lifetime

/Machine01/Feeder01/Component/Name

/Machine01/Feeder01/Component/Quantity

MQTT refers to user data sent under a given 

topic as a “payload”. It is treated as binary data. 

In contrast to topic strings, this data can also 

include any non-printable characters (e.g. zero) 

and up to a maximum of 65,535 characters 

(64 kiB). In practise, payload data usually  

includes measurement values or control  

commands and therefore is only a few bytes 

in size.
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Quality of Service
The Quality of Service level (QoS) determines the reliability with which a message reaches the 

recipient: QoS=0: fire and forget, QoS=1: message arrives at least once, QoS = 2: message arrives 

exactly once

Last Will and Testament (LWT)
While a connection is being established, a client stores a special MQTT message 

at the broker. If the broker later detects a loss of connection to the respective  

client (without previous explicit log off), it sends the stored “last will” to all the other clients. 

Retained Messages
A client can have its respectively last message sent on a given topic retained at the broker. 

Each new subscriber to this topic will then automatically receive the last message sent, and will  

therefore know the currently valid value of a given topic.

Persistent Sessions
If a client uses a communication channel with frequent disconnections, the broker can have a 

persistent session made available. If the client reconnects following an interruption, the broker 

sends it all the messages missed to date for its subscriptions and then simply continues with the 

previous session.

The server/client architecture used by MQTT allows the smooth exchange of data between  

clients, even if they are located in separate Intranets that are each secured against external access. 

For this purpose, the MQTT broker server only has to be hosted under a public address  

available to all clients. Connection is always established from the client to the server, i.e. from the  

perspective of the respective Intranet “from the inside out”, which most firewall configurations 

allow. Once the clients have established their connection to the server, the broker can transmit 

the data from one client to another.
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In order to securely transfer data to the recipients even over unreliable communication paths, MQTT 

defines several additional protocol features that are of particular interest for mobile applications: 

RFID tag

RFID reader

MQTT broker

Mobile devices PC

ID: 2017

Publish: “2017”

Publish: “2017”

Subscribe Subscribe

Read RFID tag number

Publish on topic: “RFID_ID”

Subscribe to topic: “RFID_ID”

Description of the MQTT protocol 

using the example of an RFID tag



SYS TEC electronic’s IoT devices function as an 

MQTT client and connect the field or process 

level with a broker server. You can both send 

(publish) and receive (subscribe to) MQTT 

messages. Sensors and actuators can be  

connected to the IoT devices via various  

interfaces. In addition to direct inputs and out-

puts (digital, analogue, PWM, counter), more  

complex components can also be connected 

via I2C or  SPI. CAN/CANopen and Modbus 

are also supported as fieldbuses. All necessary 

software components have already been  

integrated into the firmware and users can use 

them for their own applications.

The entire I/O access and data exchange with 

the broker server are entirely in the hands 

of the user application. A user thus has full  

control over the data and maximum flexibility 

in connecting its process peripherals. The  

functionalities required for MQTT, fieldbus and 

I/O communication are integrated in the form 

of easy-to-use libraries. For various typical  

applications, SYS TEC electronic has imple-

mented reference applications available to  

users in the source code as a starting point for 

their own adaptations.

The IoT device can be flexibly adapted to  

different application scenarios via the user  

application. This local intelligence can be 

used in many ways. For example, data pre- 

processing such as filtering or averaging can 

be carried out right on the device itself - i.e. 

right “on the edge”. This can be used to  

significantly reduce the volume of the trans-

mitted sensor data. A local control unit right 

on the edge computing device helps avoid 

cloud-related latencies and delays. When 

implementing actuators, local intelligence 

is required in order to control the device  

externally with the simplest possible commands. 

For a ventilation flap, it should suffice, for 

example, to send only the required opening 

angle to the device. Converting the angle 

into the steps to be executed by the stepper 

motor and controlling the motor are carried 

out by the local user application. Users can 

implement it themselves in IEC 61131-3. 

The following example illustrates the use of 

IoT devices for traffic flow control of one-lane  

entry and exit in a car park. If a vehicle would 

like to leave the car park, the driver drives up 

to the exit barrier and inserts their parking 

card. The reader scans the parking card and  

forwards the read card ID to the IoT device via 

its serial interface. The IoT device then transmits 

the card ID to the central control system using 

the MQTT function “Publish”. From there, it 

soon receives a confirmation via “Subscribe” 

that the fee has been duly paid and the exit 

barrier is to be opened. 

 

  IoT (device) solutions from  
 SYS TEC electronic

The traffic light for the opposite direction must 

first be switched to red to prevent another  

vehicle from entering the one-lane section 

at the same time. Once a latency period has 

expired, the motor is given the order to open 

the barrier. As soon as the motion sensors  

connected via SPI have reported the passing of 

the vehicle, the barrier is closed again. Once the 

vehicle has completely left the one-lane section, 

the traffic light for the opposite direction 

can be switched back to green.

In the example shown, only the card ID was 

sent to the central computer via MQTT for 

verification; the command to open the exit 

barrier was received from the computer. The 

actual sequence control, from reading the card 

ID to switching the traffic lights through to  

actuating the motor and evaluating the  

motion sensors, was carried out right on the 

IoT device as a local user application. This can, 

for example, also be used (in the event of  

failure of communication to the server) to 

maintain a device’s basic functioning locally 

on the IoT device, due to a suitably intelligent 

“fail-safe application”.
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The IoT chip is designed primarily to be used 

right in electronic modules. Due to its compact 

design, it can be placed in the immediate vicinity 

of sensors or actuators. It therefore constitutes 

an ideal basis for developing smart connected 

devices, i.e. sensors and actuators with an  

Internet connection. The IoT chip is offered 

in two different versions. To easily set up  

prototypes and small series, the version that 

has to be plugged into a standard DIL 40 socket 

is recommended. For large series requiring  

complete machine-based assembly of the 

printed circuit board, the version with LGA 

pads (land grid array) is used.

In order to simplify the design of the carrier 

board, the RJ-45 Ethernet jack and the  

MicroSD card holder in the DIL-40 version have 

already been implemented on the IoT chip  

itself. This means that critical high-speed  

signals no longer need to be transmitted  

outside the module. When using the LGA  

version in contrast, the Ethernet jack and  

MicroSD card holder are placed right onto 

the application board. This allows maximum  

design freedom for the housing design.

Footprints of the DIL-40 and LGA versions 

as well as reference designs are available for  

online tools such as EasyEDA. The circuit  

diagram for the IoT chip’s development board 

is also freely accessible.

To directly connect sensors and actuators on 

the 3.3V logic level, a total of up  to 52 port 

pins and up to 5 UARTs as well as the I2C and 

SPI interface are available in the LGA version. 

Many of the Arduino shields established on 

the market or the extensions supported by  

Raspberry Pi can also be used directly for the 

IoT chip. The IoT chip’s development board 

comes equipped with an Arduino-compatible 

slot. In addition to the function libraries for 

MQTT, CAN/CANopen, Modbus  and UART, 

the IoT chip’s firmware supports access to I2C 

and SPI peripherals.

The user application written in IEC 61131-3  

is loaded onto the IoT chip via the Ethernet  

interface and stored in the on-board flash 

memory. This ensures easy updating even if 

the IoT Chip is already installed in a device, 

i.e. in-application. Additional programming or  

debug adapters are not required for this purpose.

  IoT Chip: From the Application  
 Right to the Cloud
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IoT chip with flexible peripheral connection

  TCP/IP; MQTT

  Modbus

  CANopen

  local I/O

  SPI/I2C

  Interfaces
  1 x I²C
  1 x SPI
  4 x AI
  2 x AO
  2 x PWM

  3 x UART/USART
  1 x CAN
  4 x DO
  6 x DI

   Alternatively, 2 x PWM (DI4/DI5)
   Alternatively, 1 x A/B encoder (DI4/DI5)



Small amount of data

Cloud

PC, laptop, tablet, 
smartphone

Public internet

Secure local area network
IoT gateway

Temperature Humidity Motor

M

Large amount of data

Machine

The IoT module C34 is a Linux-based edge 

controller that connects the automation level 

to the IT level. Its rugged industrial housing 

makes the module suitable for DIN rail mount-

ing and installation in the control cabinet. The 

module’s inputs and outputs support standard 

industrial signals such as 24V DC, 230V AC 

and 0-10V for analogue channels. This enables 

standard equipment from machinery and plant 

engineering to be directly connected to the IoT 

module C34. Peripherals can also be extended 

via fieldbus interfaces such as CAN/CANopen, 

Modbus (TCP and RS485) and RS232.

On the software side, the IoT module C34 sup-

ports numerous programming methods. When 

programming in IEC 61131-3, the IoT module 

C34 is compatible with the IoT chip, mean-

ing that the same program components can 

be used on both modules.  However, the IoT 

module C34 also supports classic application 

programming in C/C++ as well as in modern 

high-level languages such as C# and Java.

  IoTmodule-C34 (Edge Controller)
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One of the most common fields of application 

for smarter IoT devices is condition monitoring 

of machinery and plants. In this process, as 

many data points as possible from the system 

to be monitored are collected, combined and 

analysed at a central location. The information 

gathered in this way constitutes an important 

prerequisite for predictive maintenance. The 

goal in doing so is to leverage a variety of 

different data points to obtain as much infor-

mation about a system as needed in order to 

detect failures early, before they actually occur. 

This allows serious defects to be avoided, as 

well as the associated failures or downtime.

An important aspect for the quality of status 

information achieved through condition  

monitoring is the number of available sensors. 

A single data point is virtually irrelevant; 

only the combination of lots of sensor values  

provides an informative picture. The more  

relevant data points that can be included in 

the monitoring, the more precisely the analysis 

software can determine the real state of the 

system and leverage this to derive predictions 

about future events.

  IoT Application Scenarios
 Scenario 1: cloud connection via IoT gateway

PLCmodule C34 from SYS TEC electronic



Conversely, a large number of sensors also 

produces an enormous volume of raw data. 

The resultant datavolume is generally too huge 

to be transmitted directly to the cloud.

Therefore, data is usually first processed and 

compressed locally. A typical example of this 

is averaging. A motor’s speed can thus be  

continuously monitored by an encoder. 

For analysis in the cloud, it nevertheless suf-

fices to transmit the average value along with 

key data such as the highest and lowest speed 

by the minute.

In addition to reducing the data, pre-processing 

also serves to standardise and uniformly scale 

the raw data derived from a variety of sensor 

types. The process value already locally  

standardised and converted to degrees Celsius 

rather than the ADC value is therefore typically 

transmitted to the cloud in case of a tempera-

ture measurement. This makes analysis in the 

cloud independent of the sensor type used in 

the field.

The physical variables to be measured often 

have a tight temporal relationship to one  

another. The electric output thus results from 

the product of voltage and current, for example. 

In order to reliably determine a machine’s actual 

consumption, current and voltage measure-

ments must therefore be taken at exactly the 

same point in time. In practice, dependencies 

on other variables usually result. In the case of 

a compressing unit, for example, the pressure 

that can be built up with the currently  

consumed electric power is of interest.

As the examples show, the following three  

aspects are particularly important when  

connecting machines and plants to the cloud:

• data reduction

• abstraction via scaling and 

 standardisation

• synchronous recording of related values

The aspects mentioned above can only be  

implemented if sufficient intelligence is  

located “on the edge”, i.e. at the field level  

itself. Distributed sensors and actuators are 

connected via a corresponding number of 

IoT devices. Since local processing of the raw  

sensor data is carried out on the devices  

themselves, only uniformly standardised and 

scaled process values are transmitted externally 

(e.g., all voltages in V, temperatures in °C). The 

devices distributed on a plant all communicate 

with a central IoT gateway that acts as a master 

node in the local network. It sets the pace for 

synchronous processing of the sensor values 

and receives the measurement data from 

the individual devices. After appropriate  

pre-processing, the reduced data is finally 

transmitted to the cloud or first cached locally 

if needed. The gateway also has a security 

function as it decouples the local sensor/ 

actuator network from the external Internet.
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If only a few individual data points have to 

be connected to the cloud locally, costs as 

well as space and energy requirements for an  

additional IoT gateway are often not justified. 

In such cases, the IoT devices can also be  

connected directly with the server located in 

the cloud. For IBM Bluemix, there are premade 

reference applications that show how the 

IoT device and the cloud service can interact  

directly with each other. It is also possible to 

use other cloud solutions such as Amazon 

Web Services or Microsoft Azure, which also  

support MQTT as a communication protocol.

The IoT devices from SYS TEC electronic – the 

IoT chip as well as the IoT module C34 – are 

both suitable for a direct cloud connection. 

Their locally used intelligence provides the 

user application with sufficient resources for 

logical sequence control, data pre-processing,  

reduction, scaling and standardisation. The  

option of using these devices without a  

dedicated IoT gateway also makes them  

suitable for use in mobile, battery-powered 

applications where energy efficiency plays an 

important role.

  IoT Application Scenarios
 Scenario 2: direct cloud connection without a gateway

Direct cloud connection without a gateway

Cloud

Smart factory Smart energy
Smart

automation
Smart devices

PC, tablet, 
smartphone
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Predictive maintenance of machinery and 

plants is a topic of great importance for a wide 

variety of industries and their products. By  

leveraging cutting-edge solutions in the context 

of IoT, the task of transferring and monitoring 

data is technologically manageable without 

any major hurdles. Below we show examples 

of our customers’ different fields of application. 
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  Our Technological Competences
 We connect your sensors and machines through to  
 connection to the cloud. 

Description

Structure-borne sound microphones monitor 

noise generation in the nacelle of a wind  

turbine. The shaft and gear parts between 

the rotor blades as the driving force to the  

generator providing power are equipped with 

high-precision bearings. Like other mechanical 

components, these bearings are wear parts 

and should be monitored to ensure the  

turbine’s highest availability. The microphone 

signals are subjected to frequency evaluation 

using computerised analysis. The spectrum 

can be leveraged to draw conclusions about  

possible (future) damage and therefore  

organise a predictive repair before a defect  

results inturbine failure.

Benefits

Using modern technologies (IoT, cloud  

computing), the data is recorded with the help 

of data loggers based on the IoT chip and  

evaluated as a signature within the cloud 

by using algorithms. Multiple turbines in a 

wind park can therefore be comparatively  

evaluated, which in turn provides further  

evidence of systematic error patterns.  

Evaluation of data within the cloud can be  

further developed without working on the 

wind turbines directly on-site.

 Field of application: energy generation, 
 wind turbines, metal processing, production of
 turned and milled parts, machine tools

System on module: PLCcore F407

 Smart Factory
 & Cloud

 Embedded
 Automation

 Energy &
 Storage

 Human-
 Machine
 Interaction

 Application
 Software
 Development

 Automated
 Test Systems

 Functional
 Safety
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Description

When it comes to the medical treatment of 

patients, the necessary paper documents and 

manually written records accompanying the 

treatment are increasingly being supplemented 

and replaced using electronic systems. Data 

generating tools, usually measuring devices, 

send your data (assigned to the respective  

patients and encrypted) to central computers 

or (anonymised) to cloud applications.

Data is recorded and securely transmitted  

using micro-controllers that work together via 

a network. This data is available for physicians 

and nurses at each location, whereby  

authorisation and encryption techniques can 

exclude unauthorised access to the data by 

unauthorised persons.

Benefits

Seamless data collection, from patient history 

to follow-up medical treatment by the family 

doctor, can ensure coherence between clinical 

symptoms. Regardless of how insignificant, no 

detail is lost. Electronic processing minimises 

possible sources of errors in entries, and  

patient data management. If the data sets are 

combined with automatic inspection systems, 

important accompanying examinations can 

be performed in parallel. By way of example, 

the point in time a patient has received which 

dose of a drug can be determined objectively.  

Anonymised evaluation allows statistical  

relationships to be evaluated and correlated 

as well as random results. By including patient 

history, the symptoms of potential diseases can 

be diagnosed better and more purposefully.

ECUcore-1021Freely programmable IoT chip

 Field of application: medical technology Field of application: logistics, warehouses,    
 industrial trucks, charging stations

Description

Trade of goods over the Internet has increased 

dramatically in the last decade. This in turn  

increases the demands on warehouses and 

their logistics. When customers place orders 

via popular sales portals on the Internet, 

they expect rapid delivery, even on the very 

day the product was ordered, if possible. The  

infrastructure of warehouses, in particular, 

internal transport of goods from the storage 

space to shipment packaging must be highly 

available and efficient. Most transport meth-

ods, such as forklifts and driverless guided 

transport vehicles, are electric. The battery’s 

state of charge therefore determines the  

vehicle’s range and availability. If the battery’s 

state of charge is transmitted along with other 

data by telemetry to the cloud, this data can be 

used to predict when the vehicle needs to be 

charged. Routes can also be optimised in order 

to maximise utilisation per vehicle.

Benefits

Using an on-board IoT chip, measurement 

data representing the vehicle’s status can be 

recorded.

The vehicle control system is not additionally 

burdened with this task. There are also no 

changes to the vehicles’ sometimes safety- 

relevant areas of operation. The data is  

transmitted via radio link and used for different 

evaluations using cloud software. This can be 

route optimisation for driving operations. For 

maintenance, damage to the drive wheels and 

other wear parts can be detected early on, thus 

preventing longer, unplanned maintenance 

failures from affecting the vehicle’s operation. 

For driverless transport systems, the battery’s 

measurement data can be transmitted to the 

charge controller at the charging station. It 

then adjusts the respective charge parameters  

to the battery state with the aim of achieving 

higher usable energy capacity.

Development kit ECUcore-1021



When effectively leveraged, cloud-based IoT 

solutions enable simplified implementation 

of technical requirements, subsequent  

revaluation of existing systems, and even  

development of entirely new business fields.

One typical application of this is predictive 

maintenance with customised maintenance 

plans based on data collected using condition 

monitoring. 

Lean, Internet-based standard protocols such 

as MQTT enable efficient networking of mo-

bile devices and simplify remote access to 

globally used systems.

For all these application areas, SYS TEC electronic’s 

IoT devices constitute a central link between 

automation technology and the IT world. 

The devices were designed as a technology 

stack with independently adjustable levels. 

This enables the simple and cost-effective  

adaptation to different applications. At the 

hardware level, for example, the type and 

number of interfaces are scalable, while the 

software level supports flexible addition of  

further communication protocols or new services.
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  SYS TEC electronic – 
 Your Electronics Service Provider  
 for IoT Solutions
 From design to manufacturing from a single source

SYS TEC electronic has over 25 years of  

experience in designing customer-specific,  

optimised embedded systems. With technology 

stacks, this expertise is also available to other 

customers as an adaptable modular system. 

Using ready-made and field-proven hardware 

and software designs considerably shortens 

the time required for development, the  

prototype stage and series production. The  

result is a significant competitive advantage 

due to rapid time-to-market combined with 

low costs and very favourable total cost of 

ownership. SYS TEC electronic supports its 

customers throughout the entire development 

process, from the idea to its implementation 

and series production, through to comprehen-

sive after-sales services.

SYS TEC electronic GmbH head office
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